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The Daily Blueprint August 4th 2021
The blueprint is a daily guide that highlights pattern setups and how to
trade them. It is designed for traders who still want to be a part of the
action but cannot watch the livestream at all times. Instead, traders can
use this blueprint to set alerts at confirmation areas and then look for
entries using the DTR execution strategies. Use this as a starting point and
make each trade your own. Best of luck and happy hunting.

Blueprint Setups (Possible Swings):
1. $SPY - consolidation breakout
2. $QQQ - bull flag breakout continuation
3. $ARKK - trend line bounce continuation + weekly inside bar
4. $SNAP - wedge breakout continuation + weekly inside bar
5. $NFLX - bear flag
6. $TWTR - weekly inside bar
7. $AMD - flag breakout continuation
8. $AAPL - wedge breakout
9. $TSLA - wedge breakout continuation

10. $XOM - bear flag
11. $KO - wedge breakout or breakdown
12. $MRNA - ascending wedge continuation
13. $MSFT - ascending wedge breakout continuation
14. $SQ - bull flag continuation
15. $PYPL - three red soldiers breakdown
16. $BAC - trendline breakout
17. $RTX - bull flag breakout at all time highs
18. $JNJ - Wedge breakout continuation

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$SPY

Setup: consolidation breakout after a three green soldier bounce
Confirmation: moves over 442
Execution: 442c or 443c

$SPY has held up very well after an extended period of consolidation and
has now bounced off of the 436 area multiple times. It still remains choppy
inside that greyed out box (442 - 436). A move up and over 442 looks really
interesting after a nice daily bullish engulfing candle. Not perfect volume
but very close.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
442, 443, 445
Bearish
n/a

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$QQQ

Setup: bull flag breakout continuation
Confirmation: break over 369.10
Execution: 369c or 370c

$QQQ (much like SPY) has been consolidating nicely after a bullish pattern
breakout. Now it looks ready to break up and over 369 towards 370 and
then 372, 375.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
369.10, 370, 372, 375
Bearish
n/a

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$ARKK

Setup: Weekly Inside low vol pull back hammer after a trend line bounce
Confirmation: 123.40
Execution: 125c one month out

$ARKK is setting up multiple trade scenarios. It can be played as a swing
trade with options one month out or as a day trade or as roll up after a
successful day trade. My bias is to the upside but will play day trade puts
on a trend line breakdown. Moves under 115 go towards 110, 105, 100. A
break above 123.30 moves towards 125 and then over 130.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
123.40, 124.44, 125, 126, 127.40, 130
Bearish
1115.40, 114.30, 113, 112 (trendline breakdown)

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$SNAP

Setup: Wedge Breakout Continuation + weekly inside bar
Confirmation: break over 80
Execution: 85c next month or 80c day trade

$SNAP is setting up for further continuation post earnings. IT has so far
consolidated nicely since earnings and printed a weekly inside bar. Now
SNAP needs to get up and over the key psych level of 80 (ATH) for moves
towards 85 and then 90.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
80.10, 81, 83, 85
Bearish
n/a

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$NFLX

Setup: bear flag
Confirmation: break under 504.60
Execution: 500p or next week 490p

$NFLX looks to be sitting in a textbook low volume bear flag. Breaks under
504.60 might encounter some resistance at 500 but can really start to
move if it is able to break down under that psych level. Bear flag is still in
play but I don’t like the bottom wicks so far. Default half size trade because
of those wicks.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
n/a
Bearish
504.60, 500, 495.60, 492

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$TWTR

Setup: Weekly inside bar
Confirmation: break over 73.40
Execution: 75c two weeks out

$TWTR is showing signs of strength for a move back towards previous all
time highs. TWTR needs to break above 73.40 and then 75 before a test of
78 and then 80. Not really interested in bearish plays unless TWTR can get
under 65.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
73.40, 75, 78, 80
Bearish
65, 61.80, 60

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$AMD

Setup: flag breakout continuation
Confirmation: break above 115
Execution: 115 - 120c

$AMD was one of the most heavily traded names again this week. That
bull flag breakout has been supported by explosive volume for the break
and close well above previous all time highs. AMD Continues to surprise
me and this is turning into some squeeze. I still think this might be a bit
exhausted so will still play this but at half size.
Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
115, 117, 120, 125
Bearish
n/a

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$AAPL

Setup: wedge breakout or breakdown + DTR Bull engulfing
Confirmation: break over 150.20 or break over 148.10
Execution: 148c or 150c depending or which trigger

$AAPL has been quietly consolidating within a nice wedge pattern. The
upper downtrend line from ATH isn’t as steep as I would like but still keeps
the setup in play. Moves under 142.50 low have room towards 140. Above
150 moves towards 152.50 and then 155. Now it has a daily DTR bullish
engulfing candle. A break over Tuesday’s high has room towards 150.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
148.10, 150.20, 152.50, 155
Bearish
142.50, 141.60, 140, 137.50

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$TSLA

Setup: Wedge Breakout or inside bar breakout
Confirmation: 727 or 753
Execution: 730c or 750c

$TSLA keeps rejecting at or above 700 with top heavy wicks. After
consolidation on Tuesday I am happy to try playing calls on TSLA again.
Looking for moves over 727 towards 740 and then 750.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
727, 740, 753, 760
Bearish
699, 685, 680

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$XOM

Setup: bear flag
Confirmation: break under 54.20
Execution: 55p

$XOM is setting up a textbook looking bear flag. This pattern has possible
fake out potential until the self at 54.20 falls. If that does then XOM has
room towards 52 and then 50. This might work as a swing trade on small
size and could need a few days to come together.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
n/a
Bearish
54.20, 53.60, 53, 52.50, 52, 51, 50

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$KO

Setup: wedge breakout
Confirmation: break over 57.60
Execution: 55c or any calls over 1k volume

$KO is consolidating really nicely under the 60 dollar area and looks like it
might want to test that zone next. KO has long term resistance at 59 and
60 dollars. Above 60 is new all time highs. Moves under 56 move towards
55.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
57.60, 58, 59, 60
Bearish
56, 55

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$MRNA

Setup: breakout continuation
Confirmation: break over 390
Execution: 390c

$MRNA has resumed its electric climb since the SNP500 inclusion news.
This Ascending wedge breakout over 365 could continue to have legs
towards 400. I still have no interest in puts here. Now I want to see this
thing break over 390 towards 400.

Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
390, 395, 400
Bearish
n/a

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$MSFT

Setup: Ascending Wedge Breakout
Confirmation: break above 290.30
Execution: 290-300c

$MSFT is building on strength after its ascending wedge breakout and
now it is recreating that ascending wedge pattern. Now after a strong
earnings report and relative strength MSFT feels like it has support for this
bullish pattern.
Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
290.30, 292, 295, 300
Bearish
n/a (I don't want to fight the trend here yet)

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$SQ

Setup: Bull Flag Breakout Continuation + news catalyst + inside bar
Confirmation: break above 283.50
Execution: 290-300c

$SQ is flying after a bounce off of the bull flag and now a strong news
catalyst. Its acquisition of Afterpay is opening the door for a move over all
time highs at 283.50. A breakout over has room towards 285. It rejected so
far but can still breakout as the move yesterday could have just faded
because of how big it was. Now daily inside bar. Looks strong.
Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
283.50, 285, 290
Bearish
n/a (I don't want to fight the trend here yet)

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$PYPL

Setup: three red soldiers continuation
Confirmation: breaks under 269.80
Execution: 270p - 260p

$PYPL has broken down from its long term pattern and has formed a
secondary bearish three red soldier continuation pattern. A move under
269.80 has room towards 265 and then 260. Not sure if this is ready. One to
watch for me for now. Not sure if I want to trade this yet. Fake out on
Tuesday has me nervous chasing this down.
Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
n/a
Bearish
269.80, 265.30, 260

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$BAC

Setup: trendline breakout
Confirmation: breaks over 39
Execution: 39c or 40c

$BAC is setting up and showing strength for a possible breakout move
towards 40. Breaks over 39 move towards 39.50 and then 40. This might
work best as a small position one month out swing targeting a move
towards 42+. The 40c might be the best to play here but will depend on
the volume.
Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
39, 39.50, 40, 40.25, 41
Bearish
n/a

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$RTX

Setup: bull flag breakout
Confirmation: breaks over 90
Execution: 90c

$RTX could be an interesting laggard play after the AMD and NVDA chaos
over the last couple of weeks. This looks like a really strong bull flag pattern
with a nice engulfing volume day just under all time highs. If RTX can
break over 90 then it could move towards that 100 area. As a day trade it
has room towards 93 -95 and would like to play this as roll up swing after a
winning day trade
Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95
Bearish
n/a

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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$JNJ

Setup: Wedge Breakout Continuation
Confirmation: breaks 175
Execution: 175c

$JNJ broke out over all time highs on Tuesday after a strong period of
consolidation. Now if JNJ can break above 17 then it can move towards 180
very quickly. I will not be interested in moves here unless the market is also
strong.
Other Key Breakout Zones

Bullish
175, 177, 179, 180
Bearish
n/a

DISCLAIMER - There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Past results are not indicative of future returns. DTRTrading.com
and all individuals affiliated with this site assume no responsibility for your trading and investment results. All the information presented
including any live streams, tweets,  and all other features are for educational purposes only and should not be used  as investment
advice. Always apply your own due diligence to any trade.
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